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Background: The aim of the article is to present the ethnolinguistic methodology used by a team of Lublin-based ethnolinguists centered around Jerzy Bartmiński, the originator and editor of Słownik stereotypów i symboli ludowych [Dictionary of Folk Stereotypes and Symbols], which has been published since the 1980s, and to demonstrate the ethnobotanic character of the second volume of the Lublin ethnolinguistic dictionary. By outlining the areas common to ethnobotany and ethnolinguistics, the article hopes to pave a way for a satisfactory cooperation between the representatives of both fields.

Methods: Using the methodology applied in the-abovementioned ethnolinguistic dictionary, in particular the cognitive definition method, the author reconstructs the dictionary entry mirt ‘myrtle’ (Myrtus communis). On the basis of the collected source material (lexicographic, folklore and ethnographic data), the following semantic subcategories in the cognitive definition of the myrtle are distinguished: complexes, collections and equivalents; appearance and properties; location; cultivation and care; practical, ritualistic, magical and medicinal applications; prophecies; fortune-telling and symbolism, which follow the analysis of names and ways of categorising plants, according to the postulate of the subjective reconstruction of the linguistic worldview.

Results: The author presents a tabular compilation of selected semantic subcategories, which are used in Słownik stereotypów i symboli ludowych to describe plants and explains how they are understood. As a result, the proposed facets can inspire other similar research in Europe or worldwide.

Conclusion: On the basis of the conducted analyses, the author comes to the conclusion that the issues described in particular facets, which constitute the ethnolinguistic narrative about plants largely coincide with the area of interest of ethnobotany. The commonalities between both disciplines include: the object of research, the relations between the plant world and the human world described in both disciplines, the appreciation of the role of language and the subjective view of the world. The reflections presented in this article indicate the possibility of future interdisciplinary research, bringing together linguists and botanists.
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Background

The most recent encyclopaedic definitions of ethnobotany describe it in the following way: Ethnobotany is the study of human-plant interactions in their historical and geographical totality. Important questions include how plants are perceived, named, classified, and used; how their interactions with other species are understood; and the symbolic and material aspects of their management, harvesting,
processing, and use. Studies have often prioritized the cognitive, linguistically encoded, and thus easier-to-elicit and easier-to-systematize aspects of knowledge, usually within such specific domains as health, nutrition, agriculture, or resource management, and in local contexts (Alexiades 2018).

This field of research, which aims to study cultural knowledge of biological resources, rapidly developing in the Americas, many parts of Africa, Asia, Oceania and Europe (Alexiades 2018), has much in common with research undertaken in the 19th century by Polish ethnographers, as it was repeatedly pointed out by Polish scholars (Klepacki 2007; Köhler 2014; Łuczaj 2014). “Images, beliefs and tales about the plant world” (Rokossowska 1889), “a collection of superstitions about plants” (Rostafiński 1895), “people’s popular views of nature” (Cercha 1904) - these were the terms used by Polish ethnographers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries who published articles on folk knowledge about the origin of plants, their use in folk human and veterinary medicine, in beliefs and rituals related to annual and family rituals, in agrarian, protective and matrimonial magic, in folk fortune-telling customs and prophecies. Their investigations were similar to those undertaken at the turn of the 19th and 20th century by other European researchers from the circle of “folk botany”, who are today recognised as the pioneers of European ethnobiology, including: German botanist Heinrich Marzell, Danish ethnobiologist Vagn J. Brøndegaard, French folklorist Eugène Rolland and Norwegian botanist Ove Arbo Hæg (Svanberg, Łuczaj 2014).

Although the name ethnobotany, proposed by the American botanist John W. Harshberger (1896), appeared in the scientific circulation as early as at the end of the 19th century, the term itself began to appear in Polish scientific literature only in the second half of the 20th century. However, the first Polish study in the field of ethnobotany, prepared in accordance with the principles of ethnobotanic research, should not - as some authors would like to see it (Kowalska-Lewicka 1964) - be the book by Maria Henslowna (1962) devoted to selected wild growing plants in folk culture, but the study on the history of cultivated plants and the history of Polish plant names, conducted from the 1880s by Józef Rostafiński (1888, 1911, 1916), and above all his questionnaire. Based on a survey, published in several Polish ethnographic journals, Rostafiński collected a rich material on the folk names of plants, the methods and history of their cultivation, the spread of particular species, and the related customs and beliefs (Köhler 1993, 2014; Łuczaj, Köhler 2011). Although the botanist himself did not describe his research as “ethnobotanic”, today he is considered to be the precursor of Polish ethnobotany (Köhler 2014). Writing about the beginnings of Polish ethnobotany, we should also mention Józef Gajek who was an ethnographer and the editor of Polski atlas etnograficzny [Polish Ethnographic Atlas] (Gajek 1946, 1974, 1981), in which many ethnobotanic phenomena were mapped for the first time in Poland, and which today is considered one of the most fascinating and pioneering projects in European ethnobotany (Łuczaj 2014).

In recent times, Polish ethnobotany has been developing rapidly, as evidenced by the initiatives undertaken in recent years, including the establishment of the journal “Etnobiologia Polska” in 2011, devoted to ethnobotanics, ethnozoology and ethnomycology, as well as numerous conferences and articles by Polish researchers, published in prestigious international journals. As the many achievements of Polish ethnobotany have already been the subject of scientific reflection (Klepacki 2007; Łuczaj 2013), in this article I will only mention a few works in the field of ethnobotany and ethnomycology, published in recent years by Łukasz Łuczaj, Piotr Köhler, Piotr Klepacki, Monika Kuwarowska and Joanna Typek (Köhler 1993, 2014, 2018; Łuczaj 2011; Kuwarowska, Łuczaj, Typek 2015; Kuwarowska, Klepacki, Łuczaj 2017). After reading Polish ethnobotanical studies - which provide knowledge on how people incorporate plants into their world and how they assign them symbolic meanings - an anthropologically oriented linguist comes to the conclusion that ethnographers, botanists, pharmacologists and ethnolinguists talk, to a large extent, about the same thing, but use different scientific apparatus and in their analyses they emphasise different aspects of the same phenomena. By introducing the methodology adopted by ethnolinguists in their description of plants, in this article I want to indicate some areas common to ethnobotany and ethnolinguistics, which - at least in my view - open the way to mutually satisfactory cooperation.

Materials and Methods

In the dictionaries of Polish, ethnolinguistics (Greek ethnos ‘people’, ‘tribe’, ‘nation’, Latin lingua ‘language’) is defined as a subfield of linguistics which studies the relationships between language and culture. Focusing on “culture in language”, the aim of ethnolinguistics - according to Jerzy Bartmiński - is to “subjectively reconstruct the worldview” preserved in language, to examine the linguistic conceptualisation of the world (i.e. the ways of organising the cognitive content in language) and the cultural aspects of grammatical rules, sentence
and text syntax (Bartmiński 2002). Adopting such a research perspective on language allows the researcher to capture the human understanding of the world.

Bartmiński’s ethnolinguistic research programme, which found practical application in Słownik stereotypów i symboli ludowych [Dictionary of Folk Stereotypes and Symbols] published since the 1970s, was inspired by German and American anthropological linguistics (Wilhelm von Humboldt, Edward Sapir, Benjamin Lee Whorf), Bronisław Malinowski’s ethnographic approach, Anna Wierzbicka’s semantics, the works of Russian semanticists, dialectologists and ethnolinguists (Yuri Apresjan, Vladimir N. Toporov, Nikita I. Tolstoy), and the publications of Polish dialectologists and folklorists (Kazimierz Moszyński, Bernard Syghta and Hanna Popowska-Taborska).


The aim of the dictionary is to reconstruct - using the methods adopted from ethnolinguistics and folklore studies - the traditional view of the world and the human based on stereotypes and symbols, which is then the key to learn a culture, a certain attitude towards the world and a specific mentality characteristic of that culture (Bartmiński 1996). The Lublin ethnolinguistic dictionary proposes an interdisciplinary approach, using a linguistic apparatus to analyse folklore texts (Bartmiński 1996).

The methodology used in the dictionary should be situated in the cognitive ethnolinguistics paradigm (Tabakowska 2001, 2013; Zikzen 2009; Glaz 2013). According to the methodological assumptions of Słownik stereotypów i symboli ludowych (henceforth SSiSL) (Bartmiński 1980, 1996, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011a, 2016), individual images are reconstructed using the method proposed by J. Bartmiński, i.e. based on the cognitive definition, “the main goal of which is to capture the way the object is understood by the speakers of a given language, i.e. the way that is socially entrenched, derives from the knowledge about the world, the categorisation of its phenomena, their characteristics and evaluation, all of which can be accessed through language and language use” (Bartmiński 1988).

The authors of individual dictionary entries arrange the stereotypical judgements creating the images based on the conjunction of features into semantic subcategories, called facets, which can be distinguished from the gathered material. The quintessence of the entry is the “capsule”- the most important, most strongly entrenched characteristics of the defined object. The “capsule” is usually followed by a general cultural introduction, which enables the confrontation of Polish images of the defined objects with their images present in other cultures of the world. The main part of the description is the explication, reconstructed on the basis of the gathered documentation, and the documentation part, organised according to the genre, including numerous texts of folklore, often in many variants.

Ethnolinguistics, practiced by the group of linguists centred around J. Bartmiński, puts language in the foreground (systemic data and texts as manifestations of the linguistic system), but it is directly followed by beliefs and practices that allow the researchers to place linguistic data in a wider cultural context. This significant shift in the boundaries of linguistic description, criticised by some linguists, e.g. Maciej Grochowski (1993), is one of the hallmarks of the Lublin school of ethnolinguistics. It favours a holistic dictionary description (Niebrzegowska-Bartmińska 2014), i.e. a joint analysis of linguistic, textual and “paralinguistic” data (folk beliefs and practices) that constitute a single entity both from the scientific perspective and in the images of the folk culture carriers (Tolstoj 1992).

Consequently, the authors use three types of data as a material basis: (a) lexicographic data extracted from dictionaries of Polish, dictionaries of phraseological expressions, dictionaries of synonyms and antonyms, dictionaries and atlases of dialects, and etymological dictionaries; (b) folkloristic data, i.e. different text genres, starting with the so-called “small forms” such as riddles, proverbs, weather forecasts, through forms of magical poetry: enchantments and spells, rhymes and nursery rhymes, prayers; arranged in the following order: ritual folk songs (annual and family), texts of dialogues, shows and speeches (New Year’s and wedding speeches), fairy tales, cosmogonic myths and aetiological tales, tales and legends, anecdotes, beliefs and memoirs, popular tales and written peasant poetry; and (c) ethnographic data, i.e. records of beliefs and descriptions of practices,
including both the materials recorded from 18th, 19th and 20th-century ethnographic sources and those recorded in recent years by members of the ethnolinguistic team.

Individual descriptions employ a comprehensive panchronic approach, which - as opposed to synchronic and diachronic approaches - abolishes time divisions and allows for the presentation of certain generalised characteristics (Lozowski 1999).

The second volume of SSiSL, published in Lublin and devoted to plants, can certainly be described as an ethnobotanical study. So far, four issues describing the world of plants have been published: Zboża [Cereals] (2017); Warzywa, przyprawy, rośliny przemysłowe [Vegetables, Spices, Industrial Plants] (2018); Kwiaty [Flowers] (2019); and Zióła [Herbs] (2019). The next four, dedicated to bushes and shrubs, trees, plant clusters, weeds and mushrooms, are in preparation. The declaration concerning the proposed units of description was published in the introduction to the first issue in the plant series:

Describing the field of plants, in our Dictionary we follow the lead of anthropologically oriented linguists, we ask about the traditional peasant - or more broadly - the folk image of the plant world, about the folk conceptualisation of this world. It simultaneously has a realistic and mythological character. Cereals and vegetables are the most important of all plants for rural, agricultural communities, because they serve to satisfy basic human needs in life; further, there are herbs and flowers, shrubs and trees, and on the peripheries of the semantic field there are mushrooms and weeds. The subjects of the particular issues in the volume Plants are arranged in this order (Bartmiński 2017).

Results and Discussion

Ethnobotany in ethnolinguistics or a cognitive description of plants

In order to demonstrate the ethnobotanical character of the second volume of the Lublin ethnolinguistic dictionary, the entry ‘mirt’ [myrtle] (Myrtus communis) will be presented below as one of the entries from the lexical field “shrubs”, reconstructed by the author of this article using the cognitive definition method. The presented entry consists of the “capsule”, the general cultural introduction and the explication.

On the basis of the collected source material, the cognitive definition of myrtle consists of such semantic subcategories as complexes, collections and equivalents; appearance and properties; location; cultivation and care; practical, ritualistic, magic and medicinal applications; prophecies; fortune-telling and symbolism. These categories were preceded by the analysis of names and methods of plant categorisation, in accordance with the postulate of the subjective reconstruction of the linguistic worldview. The explication of the myrtle will allow the readers to learn about the “content” of the particular facets which are distinguished in the dictionary while describing plants. Although the individual entries in SSiSL are composed of two parts: the explication and the documentation, connected by a network of numerical references which enable the verification of the properties referred to in the explication, for the purposes of this article, the two parts have been merged - fragments of texts appear directly in the explication.

The linguistic and cultural worldview of the myrtle (Myrtus communis)

The myrtle, a small bush or a potted plant with green leaves and white flowers, used to be grown in homes inhabited by girls and in home gardens; the cultivation and nurturing of the myrtle was the responsibility of a maiden until her marriage. In some regions of Poland, girls were told that they would marry soon or late based on the “good growth” of their plant; at the same time, it was believed that a disaster would happen and the girl would become a spinster where the myrtle grew (bloomed).

In the Polish countryside, the myrtle was widely used in family rituals (christening, wedding and funeral) and annual rituals; it also appeared during Catholic ceremonies, such as First Communion or first masses. In traditional culture, the plant symbolises purity and innocence, and for this reason it was used to adorn newlyweds and people that died prematurely, children brought to baptism or First Communion, and newly ordained priests as pure and innocent persons. The maidenliness, virginity and youth associated with the myrtle appear in the lyrics of folk songs, e.g. when a girl asks a boy nie polamat jej grzody u lawendy [not to break her perch of lavender] and nie podeptal mirt [not to trample on her myrtle], she wants him to respect her virginity.

In Mediterranean cultures, the myrtle was a symbol of the regeneration of vitality, fertility, love and sex; it was associated with the Babylonian goddess Ishtar, Greek Aphrodite, Roman Venus/Venera; it was also dedicated to Demeter, Apollo and also, because of its connection to death, to Hades. The evergreen myrtle was a symbol of immortality. Already in ancient times, myrtle leaves emitted a pleasant smell and were used to make essential oil for medicinal purposes, while myrtle berries were used to make wine (Kopaliński 1985; Forstner 1990; Kowalski 1998).
The myrtle was used to make wreaths, which in Indo-European cultures played an apotropaic role, allowing for the transition from the ritual phase of death to a new form and new status, hence they were put on the heads of the newlyweds and the deceased (Bächtold-Stäubli 1927-1941; Kowalski 1998).

In ancient Persia and in the Middle East, the myrtle was regarded as a symbol of immortality and vitality, it was dedicated to the goddess of love and war, Ishtar. It was used by the ancient Assyrians to treat eczema, wounds and ulcers. In Turkey and India, powdered myrtle leaves were used to treat open wounds (Dafni 2016). From the ancient times, the myrtle had been considered the most important "wedding plant" in all religions of the Ancient East and Mediterranean (Dafni et al. 2019).

In Africa, the myrtle was regarded as a symbol of eternity, it was used in funeral rites (Dafni 2016; Dafni et al. 2019).

The Babylonian Talmud refers to paradise as a "garden of myrtle" (Dafni et al. 2019); Muslims believed that myrtle sprigs are given to people before the gates of Paradise; the myrtle smells of paradise, while Muhammad's sword was made from myrtle leaves growing in paradise and brought to the earth by Adam (Dafni 2016; Dafni et al. 2019).

Ancient Greeks and Romans saw the myrtle as a symbol of virgin charm, and thus dedicated the plant to the goddess of beauty and love, Aphrodite (Venus). In Greek mythology, the myrtle, the plant of Aphrodite, was the first costume of the goddess when she hid behind the myrtle bush. This plant was usually planted around the temple of the goddess, and the initiated participants of the cult of Aphrodite wore myrtle wreaths on their heads. Since the myrtle is an evergreen plant and it was also dedicated to Persephone, the goddess of the underground world, this plant appeared in ceremonies connected with funeral rituals, e.g. the myrtle and marjoram were used to decorate funeral beds, graves were decorated with myrtle. In ancient Greece, as a sign of love and engagement, the maidens used to wear myrtle wreaths on their heads, they were also put on the heads of young spouses. The myrtle, which for the ancient Greeks was initially a symbol of love (white blooming myrtle - a symbol of peace, decency and virgin beauty), later became a symbol of slavery and a tombstone plant (Bächtold-Stäubli 1927-1941; Forstner 1990; Kowalski 1998; Dafni 2016).

Also in ancient Rome, the myrtle was a symbol of peace and was connected with the sphere of death - Roman legions, returning from the expedition, on which they managed not to shed too much blood (and not to defile themselves through contact with death), decorated themselves with myrtle sprigs or myrtle wreaths. The Roman historian Pliny wrote that the drink of myrtle purifies the bile - for this reason, serving it after the Sabine women were kidnapped calmed down the agitated minds and led to the reconciliation of the disputed parties. Ancient Greeks and Romans were familiar with myrtle wreaths. Plutarch mentioned the custom of decorating heads with myrtle wreaths during cheerful feasts, as they were the sign of joy; on similar occasions a myrtle sprig was carried among the feast participants to encourage them to sing - the person who began singing or sang solo, took the myrtle sprig in their hand and walked with it around the feast participants. In ancient Greece and Rome, myrtle (or olive) wreaths were placed on the head of the deceased, and the mourners participating in the funeral rites decorated their heads with them. These wreaths "guaranteed the dead peace in the grave, and for the living they served a defensive function, helping the suffering persons to come to terms with their fate" (Forstner 1990; Kowalski 1998).

In the Old Testament, myrtle sprigs appear (next to other sprigs) during the Jewish Feast of Tabernacles, commemorating the regaining of freedom by the Israelites. At that time, woven myrtle wreaths were used as home decoration; these wreaths not only symbolised the festive circumstances, but also protected against unwanted encounters with demons. In the books of the Old Testament, the myrtle is a sign of joy; it is supposed to represent the Israeli people who remained faithful to God. In the Book of Isaiah, the myrtle is mentioned among the trees of the Messiah's garden of pleasure, which is to blossom in the desert and among thorny bushes; in the Book of Zechariah, the angel of the Lord announces to Zechariah the joyful news of the restoration of Jerusalem and the temple among the myrtles in the valley. In the Jewish tradition, myrtle wreaths adorned the heads of the newlyweds. The name of Queen Esther (Hadasa), a beautiful, graceful and chaste virgin saviour of Israel, derives from hadas 'myrtle', and in Assyrian the word hadasatu means fiancée (Bächtold-Stäubli 1927-1941; Forstner 1990; Kowalski 1998; Dafni 2016).

In the Christian culture, the myrtle, one of the signs of virginity, is associated with the Mother of God; according to St. Gregory, the myrtle symbolises moderation and self-control, and compassion for others' misfortune (Forstner 1990; Kowalski 1998).

In the Germanic tradition, the myrtle is associated with youth and innocence. Referred to as the "tree of life", it was planted at the birth of a child. It was
believed that the myrtle, from which a sprig is cut for strangers or a sprig/flower is cut for a wreath for the dead, withers; by contrast, it grows when sprigs or flowers are cut for a wedding wreath, which, however, should not be worn by a bride who has an illegitimate child. Ancient Germans believed that a girl should not cultivate the myrtle because, as they used to say: *Kto uprawia mirt, nie będzie nigdy panną młodą* [Whoever grows the myrtle will never become a bride]. *Gdzie mirt dobrze się rozwija, tam nie będzie umizgów* [Where the myrtle is growing well, there will be no courtship]. It was commonly believed that if the myrtle was blooming, its owner would not get married that year. It was believed that a gift of myrtle to a virgin would cause her to remain unmarried; the quick withering of myrtle bushes given to the engaged couple was also considered a bad sign. The myrtle, associated with youth, was also involved in matrimonial fortune-telling. On Christmas Eve, myrtle leaves were put on the water and given the names of maidens and bachelors; it was believed that if the leaves came together, the respective persons would get married. In the Germanic tradition, the myrtle also appears in funeral rituals. It was believed that the blooming of the myrtle heralds the death of one of the household members. During the funeral, the attendees used a myrtle bouquet as an aspergillum to sprinkle the deceased with holy water. The myrtle sprigs, used during the funeral of the young deceased, should be put back into the ground, because it was believed that they would continue to grow. The myrtle was also used in folk medicine. It was believed that tea of myrtle leaves from the wedding wreath is an effective cure for every disease; three leaves of myrtle from the bride’s wreath were supposed to effectively combat the fever. It was believed that a toothpick made of myrtle wood would protect against toothache (Bächtold-Stäubli 1927-1941).

**Names**


**Categorisations**

In dictionaries of Polish (including dialect dictionaries), the myrtle is defined as *krzew* [shrub], *krzak* [bush]. Grown in pots on windowsills and in home gardens, it is classified as a *flower, potted flower* or (ornamental) *potted plant*. Other, less common names of myrtle, carrying a categorising segment, are: *mirtowe drzewo* [myrtle tree] (Karłowicz et al. 1952-1953), in Orava - *kalwaryjskie ziele* [Calvary herb] (Kaś 2011).

**Complexes, collections and equivalents**

In wedding speeches and songs, the myrtle is most frequently combined (and sometimes interchangeable) with flowers and herbs associated with maidenliness and virginity, among others, with rosemary (*Rosmarinus*), cf. the bride catches a wreath which fell into the well with her right hand, from the wreath there come out dwie równianki mirtu i dwie rozmaranu [two sprigs of myrtle and two of rosemary] (Bartmiński 2011b); with lavender (*Lavandula*), cf. the girl asks the boy *nie połamal jej grzędę u lawendy* [not to break her perch of lavender] and *nie podeptał mirty* [not to trample on her myrtle], i.e. asks him to respect her virginity (Kolberg 1969); with fuchsia (*Fuchsia*), cf. the bachelor’s fears that the bride asks before the blessing: *Mój wianeczek jest zielony, z drobnej mirty uwiniony [My little wreath is green, made of small myrtle]* (Bystroń 1927); or with the rue which - similarly to the myrtle - in songs is sown by a maid who wants to get married (Hrycyna 2019).

**Appearance and properties**

The myrtle has glossy, dark green leaves (Szymańska 1991), it belongs to evergreen plants (Drabik 1990), hence the folklore texts refer to *zielony mirt* [green myrtle] (Bartmiński 2011b; Szymańska 2012). Due to its small leaves, in the lyrics of folk songs it is characterised as *small*, e.g. *Mój wianeczek jest zielony, z drobnej mirty uwiniony [My little wreath is green, made of small myrtle]* (Bystroń 1927). Myrtle leaves are delicate and when dried, they crumble easily, thus in a wedding song the bride asks before the blessing: *Rozścielaj, mamo, obrusy pod nogi dla córki swej, niech z wierca mirt sie nie kruszy, który upletli jej* [Mother, spread tablecloths under the feet for your daughter so that the myrtle does not crumble from the wreath which has been woven for her] (Bartmiński 2011b).

The myrtle blooms with white flowers, which is recorded in a wedding song from the Lublin region: *Stoi mirta w oknie, białe kwiaty puszcza, dziś nasza Marysia panienstwo opuszcza* [There is myrtle in the
window, it has white flowers, today our Mary leaves the maidenhood] (Bartmiński 2011b).

The leaves of the plant, rubbed between fingers, emit a pleasant smell, which is recorded in wedding songs in which the myrtle is the fragrant miyczek z wianeczką panny młodej [myrtle from the bride’s wreath], the smell of which reached the participants of the wedding (Jasienski Stary 1977). Because of the characteristic smell of myrtle, it was occasionally used as incense for a deceased person “so that there would not be the smell from the deceased” (Paluch 1985), see the ritualistic applications.

Location
The myrtle was grown as an ornamental plant in pots on windowsills, cf. in the song stoi mirta w oknie [there stands a myrtle in the window] (Bartmiński 2011b), and in home gardens (Kolberg 1883/1962).

Cultivation and care
The myrtle was grown in homes where there were girls (Udziela 1890), it was used for przyjęciny, i.e. for First Communion (Łęga 1933) or weddings. Usually it was the task of the maiden to grow and care for this plant “until she got married” (Łęga 1933), for a wedding wreath (Burszta 1967), hence in wedding songs the maiden drobno sieje [thinnly sows] the myrtle (Platek 1976) and podlewa go rosą [waters it with dew] (Janicka-Krzywda 2001). In Wielkopolska region, on the occasion of each child’s birthday, a myrtle pot was planted, because it was believed that każde dziecko powinno mieć swoją mertę [each child should have its own myrtle]. Before the wedding, the bride was made a wreath from the myrtle planted especially for her, and from the bachelor’s myrtle a sprig was cut off for the wedding ribbon for the groom (Burszta 1967). It was believed that the best growing myrtle is that planted from a sprig which had previously been used to decorate the outfit of a bride or a child carried to baptism (Janicka-Krzywda 2001).

In Kujawy region, the “good growth” of the myrtle was used to tell the girl if she would get married soon or late (Szulczewski 1966); in the Lublin region it was said that if a girl is not virtuous, the pot with myrtle would wither (Niedźwiada 1977). At the same time, it was believed that where the myrtle grows (blooms), a disaster would happen and the girl would become a spinster; see prophecies.

The home myrtle sprigs were given out with reluctance in order nie wydawać szczęścia [not to give away good fortune] (Kujawaska et. al. 2016). It was believed that giving the myrtle to a bride who does not have this plant herself would “take away the popularity with the opposite sex of the maidens from the donor family” (Janicka-Krzywda 2001). In the Polish-Ukrainian borderland it was believed that jak sie pożyycz takiej, co ona w ciąży je, ten mirt zginie [if you borrow the myrtle for a bouquet to a pregnant woman, this myrtle would wilt] (Wietlin 1988). It was also believed that cutting the myrtle sprigs to decorate the coffin or candles accompanying the deceased, it causes “the whole bushes from which the sprigs originated to wither” (Gaj-Piotrowski 1967).

Practical applications
In the past, there was famous mirtyniek, i.e. wine seasoned with myrtle; cf. also mirtowany ‘seasoned with myrtle berries’ (Karłowicz et al. 1952-1953). Olejek mirtowy/mirtellowy [myrtle oil] used in medicine was produced from leaves and fruits (Mayenowa, Peplowski 1982).

Ritualistic applications
The myrtle was widely used in family rituals (christenings, weddings and funerals) and annual rituals. It also appeared during Catholic ceremonies, e.g. First Communion or first mass.

The clothes of a child carried to the baptism was decorated with the myrtle (Janicka-Krzywda 2001); it was stuck in a baby’s sleeping bag and used to decorate kapka, i.e. a type of white square cape placed on the sleeping bag (Świątkowska 1978; Kąś 2015-2018). In the old wedding ritual, the myrtle and a myrtle wreath were an attribute of the bride leaving the maidenhood. The myrtle, usually in the form of a wreath adorned the head of the bride (Udziela 1994; Kąś 2015-2018). The myrtle was also used to decorate the veil (Dekowski 1988) and the bride’s skirt (Kąś 2015-2018); the bride, who was a widow pinned a myrtle or rosemary sprig on the right side of the wedding cap (Udziela 1994). A myrtle or rosemary sprig was also used to decorate the hat in which the young married woman went to the church on the first Sunday or holiday after the wedding for wywód, i.e. a special blessing for the newly married woman (Udziela 1994).

Posies of myrtle sprigs or flowers, the so-called woniaczki (Podgórski, Podgórka 2008), woven by the bride and bridesmaids on the eve of the wedding, during the so-called wieczór dziewczyny [virgin evening] (Kopczyńska-Jaworska 1989), tied with a white ribbon and fastened to the lapel of their jackets were worn by the groom, who in Kashubia and Kociewie was reminded not to let anyone tear off any fragment of the myrtle posy because then someone could enchant the bride and groom (Nadmorski [Łęgowski] 1892). Such posies were also worn by starosts, matrons of honour, best men and all
In the past, myrtle was also used to protect against harmful effects of atmospheric phenomena - it was believed that the bride’s wreath made of myrtle protects the house in which it is stored from lightning (Libera, Paluch 1993); in Żurawce (Lublin region), myrtle and periwinkle were used to decorate pine tree crosses, made and put in gates and windows on the eve of St. John the Baptist (23 June) with the intention of protecting against storms and hail (Bartmiński 2011b).

Magical applications

The myrtle, considered by the people to be an aphrodisiac, was used in love magic - it was believed that if a girl managed to put a myrtle (or rosemary) sprig into “a boy’s clothing worn on the breast”, he “would fall in love with her most passionately” (Burszta 1967).

In the past, myrtle was also used to protect against storms and hail (Bartmiński 2011b). The infusion from the dried myrtle sprigs was drunk also in the case of digestive system disorders (Paluch 1988) or pain in the heart area (Libera, Paluch 1993). In Wiry near Poznań, dead maidens were attached myrtle sprig heads of bachelors and children (Paluch 1988), sometimes also the heads of bachelors and children (Paluch 1988); children were attached myrtle sprigs to their dresses (Gaj-Piotrowski 1967), maidens and bachelors - myrtle ornaments and bouquets (Burszta 1967; Gaj-Piotrowski 1967; Libera, Paluch 1993), “as it is done during a wedding” (Łęga 1933). Myrtle flowers or sprigs decorated the coffin (Gerlich 1984; Libera, Paluch 1993). In Wiry near Poznań, dead maidens were incensed with myrtle (Paluch 1985).
Paluch 1993), because it was supposed to cure shortness of breath (Kolberg 1876/1963). Myrtle leaves were applied to a sore tooth (Kantor 1907); in the Middle Ages it was recommended to apply them przeciwi káždemu bolesniu [in every instance of pain] (Mayenowa, Pepłowski 1982). The Masurians believed that myrtle leaves from a wedding wreath were an effective remedy for zimmica [cold], i.e. the fever (Toeppen 1892; Paluch 1988).

**Prophecies**

Although it was a common practice to plant myrtle in homes inhabited by maidens, it was believed that where it grows, there was no good fortune (Steuer 1937). In Kraków, the Beskids, Orava and Podhale regions, the blooming myrtle was considered a harbinger of illness, death, and for an unmarried girl it heralded the spinsterhood (Fischer 1921; Janicka-Krzywda 2001). It was believed that girls from the cottage where it grows is cultivated "rarely get married", hence the proverb: Gdzie się mirty darzą, tam dziewczęta próżno o weselim marzą [Wherever there are myrtles, the girls dream in vain of a marriage] (Sycht 1967-1976).

**Fortune-telling**

The myrtle was widely used in matrimonial fortune-telling. On the eve of St. Andrew’s Day (29 November), the maidens released two needles or two leaves of myrtle, symbolising a boy and a girl, into the water in a bowl or a plate. It was believed that when the needles or leaves released on the water come together, it would be a sign of the wedding for the young couple (Gaj-Piotrowski 1967; Pośpiech 1987; Niebrzegowska 2000). Similar fortune-telling took place on Christmas Eve (Pośpiech 1987). In Pilchów, one myrtle leaf was used during the play - if a leaf thrown into the water flowed out in the middle of a dish, it was an auspicious sign; if it drowned, the maiden was to remain unmarried. In Silesia, on St. Lucy’s Day (13 December), girls put two leaves of myrtle on the water - one symbolising a bachelor and the other a maiden - it was believed that if a leaf symbolising a bachelor was standing still, and the other was moving towards it, its love was insincere, and vice versa (Kawalec 1929).

St. Andrew’s Eve fortune-telling party was popular on the entire Polish territory. During this night, various items, including myrtle, were placed under several plates, bowls or cups. Then the people taking part in the play picked up the dishes and discovered hidden objects; for example, coal was supposed to be a harbinger of mourning in the coming year, bread - abundance, salt - tears, a ring - wedding, myrtle - was regarded as a sign of imminent engagement, marriage, being the best man, and sometimes even spinsterhood (Knoop 1895; Pośpiech 1987).

**Symbolism**

The myrtle is a symbol of purity and innocence, and for this reason it was used as a decorative element with the children for baptism or First Communion, the newlyweds or the persons who died prematurely as pure and innocent people. The myrtle or myrtle wreath is a symbol of the bride’s virginity. In the songs, the myrtle symbolises maidenliness, virginity and youthfulness of a girl, e.g. Mirta hodowała, rosą podlewala. Dziśiec lat minęło, aż się doczekała [She grew the myrtle, watered it with dew. Ten years have passed and finally she achieved it] (Janicka-Krzywda 2001); Drobny mirt, drobny mirt, bom go drobno siała, dobry będzie Staszek, bom takiego chciała [Small myrtle, small myrtle, because I sowed it thinly, Staszek will be right, because I wanted such one] (Platek 1976). When a maiden asks a boy nie podeptał mirtys [not to trample on her myrtle], she wants him to respect her virginity, cf.: Mój Jasienciu miły, nie jedźże my tędy, bo byś my polomował u lawendy grzędy. Rzędy mi polomiesz, mierty mi podepcesz; zdradziłeś mnie, łotrze, a teraz mnie nie chcesz [My dear Jasiu, do not go this way or you will break my perches of lavender. You will break my rows, you will trample on my myrtles; you betrayed me, you scoundrel, and you do not want me now] (Kolberg 1969). In wedding songs, the myrtle is as a symbol of permanence and indissolubility of marriage: Pamiętajcie, państwo młodzi, że was nik nie osłubodzi, że woz już nik nie ozłoncy bez tyn miycik, bez pochnioncy [Remember, bride and groom, that nobody will liberate you, that nobody will separate you because of this fragrant myrtle] (Kąś 2015-2018).

As an evergreen plant, the myrtle is a symbol of life and regenerated vital forces, cf. mirt to życie, bo zieluny nawet w zimie [the myrtle is life, because it is green even in the winter] (Pelcowa 2017). For this reason, it appears in rituals associated with the turning points in life, which lead to the regeneration of the person in a new social role (Pyla 2004).

According to the folk dream book, myrtle means spinsterhood, something bad, someone’s funeral, death; green myrtle means wedding, something good, child’s communion (Burszta 1967; Niebrzegowska 1996).

Similar symbolism applies to the myrtle wreath, which in wedding, flirting, love and family songs is regarded as a symbol of purity and innocence. For this reason it was put on the head of the bride (but only one who kept her purity), the girls who died prematurely, the girls who were going to receive First Communion or the newly ordained priests, as they were pure and innocent people. In SSiSL the myrtle wreath has as a separate entry (Kielak, forthcoming).
The characteristics of the semantic subcategories used

The individual facets that make up the cognitive definition of the myrtle include the aspects related to naming, cultivation, location as well as practical, ritualistic, magical and medicinal use of the plant; also the role of myrtle in annual and family customs and rituals, and the symbolism of the shrub.

The authors of dictionary entries do not mechanically include the semantic subcategories and their content in the definitions of particular entries, but these semantic categories are reconstructed for each of the described plants in such a way as to bring out the characteristics of a particular plant hidden in the analysed material from the point of view of the carrier and participant of the examined culture (Bartmiński, Niebrzegowska-Bartmińska 2013).

In the case of the hawthorn, the ethnographic records and folklore texts contain information that the hawthorn (Crataegus) was used to make Christ's crown of thorns and, less frequently, the cross. The collected material had to be somehow related to the whole structure of the dictionary entry, hence the proposed facet of "the hawthorn as an instrument of the Lord's Passion", which does not appear with other plants. In the case of the rue (Ruta graveolens) - due to the nature of the collected evidence material - a special subcategory "sowing of rue by maidens" was distinguished. The subcategories identified by the researcher depend on the collected evidence. Therefore, it is not possible to provide a comprehensive list of facets with their semantic content, because they depend on the characteristics of specific plants, and not all plant entries have been developed yet.

Table 1 below presents a preliminary list (work in progress) of selected semantic subcategories, most frequently repeated in plant descriptions, along with their simplified characteristics. A similar list of facets appeared in the experimental Zeszyt próbny Słownika ludowych stereotypów językowych [Trial Issue of Dictionary of Folk Linguistic Stereotypes] (Bartmiński 1980).

Conclusions

The authors of plant entries published in the Dictionary of Folk Stereotypes and Symbols are not botanists and the reconstructed segments of definitions are not based on botanical facts but - as befits ethnolinguists - on numerous ethnographic and dialectological studies and verbal folklore texts. However, starting from the very first issue of the plant volume, the ethnolinguistic findings have been discussed with a botanical consultant - Dr hab. Robert Gruszecki from the Department of Vegetable Gardening and Herbiculture at the University of Life Sciences in Lublin, so that the dictionary can be used not only by linguists, culture studies specialists, folklorists and ethnologists, but also by botanists, especially ethnobotanists.

The aspects described in the individual semantic subcategories, which combined constitute the ethnolinguistic narrative about plants, largely coincide with the area of interest of ethnobotany - they show how humans perceive, name and use plants. Some of the identified semantic subcategories coincide with the semantic domains (functional categories) which were used for the description of plants in another Polish compendium on flora, i.e. in the already mentioned ethnobotanical publication Rośliny w wierzeniach i zwyczajach ludowych. Słownik Adama Fischera (Kujawska et al. 2016). Its authors divided the use of plants in folklore into the following functional categories: apotropic, economic, cosmetic, medicinal, magical, ritual and ornamental use, food (for hunger, functional, medicinal, ritual), substances, veterinary use, beliefs, children’s toys.

Although ethnolinguists do not adopt botanical nomenclature in their description of the world and they prefer cultural over botanical facts, while ethnobotanists rather do not interpret the symbolical meanings given to plants in folk songs, there are many commonalities between ethnobotany and the Lublin school of ethnolinguistics. The most important similarity is the object of research, which is the plant world; of course, in the case of ethnolinguistics, the area of interest extends to the entire traditional worldview, and plants constitute only one of its fragments.

Furthermore, ethnobotany is interested in relationships holding between the plant and human worlds (Faulks 1958; Łuczaj 2013) and the reasons for the changing context in which people and plants interact (Alcorn 1995); relations and causes, the richness and complexity of which are perfectly demonstrated in the linguistic and cultural worldviews of plants, reconstructed with the use of the cognitive definition.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>complexes and collections</td>
<td>In this facet the authors of dictionary entries show which things and phenomena coexist with the described plant, performing a common function, e.g. in folk songs, the carnation (<em>Dianthus</em>), as a symbol of virginity, coexists with other flowers/herbs from a girl’s garland, i.e. with chamomile (<em>Matricaria</em>), rosemary (<em>Rosmarinus</em>), myrtle (<em>Myrtus</em>) and rose (<em>Rosa</em>) (Neppop-Ajdacić 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppositions</td>
<td>This semantic subcategory shows the oppositions which the described plant builds with other plants and which feature becomes the basis of the opposition, e.g. in a puzzle, the pleasant smell of violet (<em>Viola</em>) is contrasted with the unpleasant smell of onion (<em>Allium cepa</em>), cf. Smaruj Żyda fiołkami, a jego i tak czuć będzie cebulą [Smear the Jew with violets, and he will still smell of onions] (Bielak 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origin</td>
<td>This subcategory registers information about where the plant came from or how it was made, e.g. according to a legend, pea (<em>Pisum</em>) was made out of tears shed by Our Lady under the cross, and for this reason it is called <em>Izy Matki Boskiej</em> [Our Lady’s tears] (Bartmiński, Prorok 2018); while pansy (<em>Viola tricolor</em>) is a result of the transformation from a sister and a brother, bound by incestuous love (Szadura 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearance and properties</td>
<td>This segment of the definition reconstructs the appearance of the analysed plant (size, colour of flowers or fruit) and its properties (e.g. smell); for example, a fragment of the definition of cucumber (<em>Cucumis sativus</em>): it is elongated, green or yellow, smooth on the top or covered with characteristic rough projections, hard and crunchy, watery, has a fresh smell, is tasty (Prorok 2018a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flowering and harvesting time</td>
<td>In this facet, readers will find information on the plant’s flowering time and harvesting period; in the case of some plants, the time of ripening and harvesting was so important to users that it was reflected already at the level of names, e.g. the variety of potatoes (<em>Solanum tuberosus</em>) ripening around St. John’s Day (24 June) is called <em>świętojanki</em> [St. John’s] in the Lublin region (Bartmiński, Bielak 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cultivation and care</td>
<td>This segment of the definition gives information on the cultivation of the described plant, e.g. information on sowing, planting out, weeding, ear thing up or harvesting cabbage (<em>Brassica oleracea</em>) (Prorok 2018b). For some plants, cultivation and care are the responsibility of certain individuals, e.g. growing roses (<em>Rosa</em>) is an activity performed by a maiden who plants them as a sign of being ready for love (Niebrzegowska-Bartmińska 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>This semantic category indicates the place where the described plant occurs (grows), e.g. the lavender (<em>Lavandula</em>) usually grows in the garden, where it is looked after by girls (Prorok 2019a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resident</td>
<td>This facet compiles information on who resides/stays in the described plant, e.g. in the folklore, numerous demonic beings, such as field and cereal demons, poludnišas live in the rye (<em>Secale</em>) (Bartmiński, Kaczan 2017); or in folklore love songs, the field where the cabbage grows (<em>Brassica oleracea</em>) is a meeting place for lovers; in Kashubia, <em>przenśc bez kapustã</em> means ‘to get pregnant’ (Prorok 2018b).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blessing</td>
<td>This semantic category provides information on when and under what circumstances the described plant is blessed, e.g. the onion (<em>Allium cepa</em>), treated as a herb, was blessed with other plants on the Day of Epiphany (6 January) and on the Day of Our Lady of Herbs (15 August) (Bartmiński, Łaszkiewicz 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>practical applications</strong></td>
<td>This facet contains information on all the practical uses of the given plant, not only as food - whether raw or processed - or as a raw material for manufacturing domestic appliances or household items. Practical applications may include colouring Easter eggs in onion extract (<em>Allium cepa</em>) (Bartmiński, Laszkiewicz 2018) or young rye stalks (<em>Secale</em>) (Bartmiński, Kaczan 2017), kneeling on peas (<em>Pisum</em>) - formerly used as a painful punishment for children (Bartmiński, Prorok 2018) or making children’s toys from carrots (<em>Daucus carota</em>) (Prorok 2018c).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ritualistic applications</strong></td>
<td>This segment of the definition contains information on the use of the described plant in annual rituals (e.g. during Christmas, Easter) and family rituals (christening, wedding and funeral). e.g. straw as the material from which the ritual puppets were made, such as bear or Marzanna (Bartmiński, Bielak 2017) or the hemp (<em>Cannabis sativa</em>) which was used for coffin clothes for the deceased (Niebrzegowska-Bartmińska 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>magical applications</strong></td>
<td>Readers will find here information on the magical use of the described plant (protective, love, household magic), e.g. incensing a house with the cornflower (<em>Centaurea</em>) should protect it against lightning, while incensing cows protected them against witches (Piekarczyk, Szadura 2019); feeding peas (<em>Pisum</em>) to animals, inter alia, to hens - to lay more eggs, to the rooster - to be vigorous and crow better, or to pigeons - so that they do not leave their pigeon loft (Bartmiński, Prorok 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>medicinal applications</strong></td>
<td>This facet includes information on the use of the defined plant in folk human or veterinary medicine, e.g. the use of peas (<em>Pisum</em>) in the treatment of skin lesions resembling their shape, i.e. warts, lichen, callouses, or washing ulcerated cow’s udders with pea decoction (Bartmiński, Prorok 2018). The dictionary registers both medically justified practices and magical treatments, e.g. the transfer of a disease to the plant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>prophecies + fortune-telling</strong></td>
<td>These facets often appear together as both are linked to the ways people use the described plant to predict the future. Fortune-telling differs from prophecies in that the former requires a certain action on the part of the human; for example, when a girl, in order to find out how her beloved boy feels about her, takes a daisy (<em>Bellis</em>) and, peeling off its petals, repeats the formula: <em>Kocha, nie kocha...</em> [Loves, doesn’t love...] (Kaczan 2019). In the case of a prophecy, the observation of the plant itself (e.g. the abundance of fruit on the plant) allows to deduce about the changes taking place in the world, e.g. a large amount of fruit on the cherry tree (<em>Cerasus</em>) heralds good harvest of potatoes (<em>Solanum tuberosum</em>) (Bartmiński, Bielak 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>equivalents</strong></td>
<td>When describing plants, the author of dictionary entries look for their “cultural equivalents”, i.e. objects that appear in the same functions, e.g. the onion (<em>Allium cepa</em>) is interchangeable with the garlic (<em>Allium</em>) as the Jews’ favourite vegetable (Bartmiński, Łaszkiewicz 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>symbolism</strong></td>
<td>This facet completes the explication, in a way summing up the definition of the plant, because the symbolism of plants can be extracted in various ways, e.g. through the analysis of the etymology or textual equivalents, or it can result from genological conventions (Niebrzegowska-Bartmińska 2013). We may deal with a simple symbol, e.g. a rose (<em>Rosa</em>) as a general symbol of beauty or maiden/woman’s beauty (Niebrzegowska-Bartmińska 2019), or with a complex symbol, a symbolic sequence, e.g. the image of the hops (<em>Humulus lupulus</em>) in love songs where it climbs up the pole, which symbolically stands for a love act (Bartmiński, Hrycyna 2018).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ethnolinguistics and ethnobotany,* similarly to *ethnomethodologies* (*ethnohistory, ethnozoology, ethnoastronomy or ethnomedicine*), focus on the study of a colloquial, folk way of thinking. As J. Bartmiński rightly points out, in the name of each of these disciplines the element ethno- is understood subjectively, it primarily refers to a specific community as a creator and carrier of a discipline of knowledge, a cultural order, certain forms of expression. Appropriate scientific disciplines perform...
Ethnobotany studies folk knowledge about plants and considers the point of view and perspectives of the local population as crucial (Alexiades 2018). The emic perspective, i.e. the study of culture from the perspective of its users, is adopted particularly by ethnobotany understood as ethnobiology, interested in the way people from a particular region designate, categorise, classify, perceive and use their plants. In a similar vein, ethnolinguistics is interested in the subjective reconstruction of elements of the traditional worldview - not so much what X means, as in the answer to the question how people (living in a particular territory, i.e. the whole ethnically Polish area) understand X.

Finally, both disciplines are linked by a special treatment of language, which - as it turns out - is natural not only for linguists, who - while constructing plant descriptions - use hard “linguistic evidence” allowing them to verify many of the hypotheses made, but also for ethnobotanists, who in their research often prioritise aspects of knowledge encoded in language (Alexiades 2018).

What is thus the difference between the representatives of both disciplines? Ethnolinguists are primarily linguists - they explore the essence of the language which is used to describe plants. In their descriptions they do not only recall the texts of verbal folklore, especially the texts of folk songs, but - aware of the metaphorical language of images, parallels and symbols - they try to decode them and write down the additional meanings associated with plants (with full awareness that the formulation of symbolic meanings always remains a hypothesis).

Modern ethnobotany emerged in the mid-19th century at the borderline of ethnology, archaeology and botany, and developed further over the next decades. It drew insights - to a different degree - from the achievements of natural and social sciences: agronomy, ecology, evolutionary biology, pharmacology, geography, history and linguistics, archaeology, ethnology and anthropology, becoming a multidisciplinary field of research (Alexiades 2018). Nevertheless, the pioneers of ethnobotanic research were naturalists by education, and contemporary ethnobotanic research is still undertaken mainly by botanical institutions (Łuczaj 2013). Meanwhile, the review of ethnobotanical studies and the work in a team responsible for the development of SSiSL leads to the conclusion that ethnobotany is a part of ethnolinguistics understood as a subfield of linguistics, aimed at the subjective reconstruction of the worldview entrenched in language and culture. Going further along this path, it could be claimed that other ethnosciences also have many points in common with ethnolinguistic practiced in Lublin, e.g. elements of ethnomedicine appear in the facet related to the application or use of the elements of cosmos and plants in folk medicine, they also appear in the reconstructed definitions of animals. Ethnomedical research into health, including beliefs, knowledge and practices of a specific cultural group, is in line with the work of Marzena Marczewska (2012), devoted to linguistic and cultural images of selected diseases. The common point between ethnozoology and ethnolinguistics is folk knowledge about animals as well as the relations between humans and animals, which will be described in the third volume of SSiSL, dedicated to animals. At the meeting point between the world of animals and the world of plants there are ethnolinguistic studies on the names of animals in plant names; cf., inter alia, J. Waniakowa (2015) or V. Kolosova et al. (2017).

This should make it clear to scholars that reaching for the studies from other scientific fields will allow them to see their research in a different light, from a different perspective.

Translated by Rafał Augustyn
(Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin)
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